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EX-BIM
표준분류체계와 비전
Expressway: BIM Standard Classification System and Vision
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Korea Expressway Corporation

The Korea Highway Corporation, which is planning
highway design, construction, and maintenance, is
actively considering the introduction and utilization of BIM
for the integrated management of future intelligent road
lifecycles, and accordingly, it has implemented various
pilot projects and field applications. However, due to
limitations resulting from the partial use of BIM in the field,
it is necessary to establish a “BIM information system
construction roadmap” with an understanding of the
urgency to introduce an information system to convert
business processes based on 2D drawings to BIM-based
systems for enterprise-wide sharing and utilization.
Following the introduction of BIM, the government plans
to apply BIM to more than 50 billion road projects from
2020 onward. As the domestic construction period
has matured, it has become necessary to reduce
lifecycle costs(LCC). In addition, the introduction and
market growth of, and research into, BIM are spreading
throughout the SOC industry.
In the internal management environment, BIM is required
to develop field-oriented intelligent construction automation
technologies to promote corporate strategies on the
construction of future roads. As a result, a pilot project
was implemented, which included the use of BIM to guide
maintenance work and the application of BIM in the Seoul–
Sejong Expressway construction sections 10 – 14.
To cope with changes to the environment both inside and
outside the country, we will establish three strategies.
These will aim to ensure global competitiveness, to
confirm the required future technological infrastructure,
and to integrate intelligent roads with the existing
infrastructure in order to change the paradigm of highway
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construction to one that is based on BIM in the
future. Furthermore, we will methodically follow
13 steps to build a standard system for exBIM, as well as a foundation and an application
system
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BIM Activities in Korea

<그림 1> EX-BIM 정보체계 구축 로드맵 수립관련 목표모델

<그림 3> 전산설계도서 BIM 표준지침서
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<그림 2> EX-BIM 표준분류체계

<그림 4> 서울세종 안성-구리 10~14공구 검증
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<그림 5> 도로 본선 모델링 비교
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<그림 6> 교량 모델링 비교
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